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DOWN
1  Housed within CAHS, this School trains those who assist with ground-level societal issues
2  Yearly event that honors the many contributions and overall excellence of UC alumni
3  President Pinto’s UC strategic initiative
4  Latin phrase that translates to “Seek the Highest”
5  Mack’s buddy
6  UC Health’s motto
7  UC’s student-run media outlet and radio station
8  UC college of which William Howard Taft was once the dean
9  Translation of Latin phrase “Juncta Juvant”
10  UC College of Medicine founder
11  The home of UC basketball and volleyball
12  Father of co-op education
13  CCM’s central administrative and instructional space
14  Official colors of UC
15  Real-life animal that is UC’s official mascot
16  The name of the current philanthropic campaign for UC

ACROSS
1  Organization that fosters stronger relationships between students and alumni
4  Graduates of UC
5  UC college dedicated to healing and research
7  A bust of Herman Schneider welcomes you to this building
9  UC’s athletics complex
10  The College of Pharmacy is named for him
17  “Oh varsity, dear varsity, ___________ we will be”
20  What every UC alumnus is
21  UC college dedicated to business
22  The place to be during the hours just prior to kickoff